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About This Report.  
This report discusses the Interactive Model-Centric Systems Engineering (IMCSE) Pathfinder Workshop, 
held on 20 January 2015 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  The workshop was conducted in 
support of the “Pathfinder” activity as part of the larger IMCSE research program sponsored by the US 
Department of Defense (DoD) SERC (Systems Engineering Research Center) UARC (University Affiliated 
Research Center).   

The workshop was conducted during Phase 
2 of the IMCSE research program, and 
results of the workshop are being used to 
inform Phase 3 in the ongoing project, 
including a more extensive activity toward a 
collaboratively-derived research agenda. 
The IMCSE research team intends to use the 
outcomes of the workshop to seed more 
extensive efforts to develop a research 
roadmap and research priorities for IMCSE.   

Participants in the workshop included selected SERC collaborators, SERC leadership, MIT research team, 
invited speakers, and selected invited participants, most from the local region (given self-funded 
participation).  The participants are listed in at the end of this report in Addendum A.  While practical 
circumstances limited the number of participants, this workshop is viewed as only the first iteration in 
the longer term activity that will seek to involve many additional participants through interviews, 
reviews, and potential future events.  The report content should not be viewed as a completed research 
agenda, but rather as preliminary information to further the dialogue and elicit feedback from the 
community.  
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Interactive Model-Centric Systems Engineering Research Program. 
The Interactive Model-Centric Systems Engineering (IMCSE) research program is a relatively new 
program within the SERC initiated in May 2014, and led by a team of researchers at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology.  It seeks to fill a critical gap in ongoing efforts in the general area of model-
based engineering research and practice.   

Progress has been made on standards, 
methods and techniques for model-based 
systems engineering, yet little attention has 
been given to human-model interaction.  
Similarly, a science of human-systems 
interaction has emerged, but focuses on 
operational systems.   

The research team believes there are unique factors, considerations, and needs for human interaction 
with models, as abstractions of reality.  Models are increasingly used to drive major acquisition and 
design decisions, yet the diverse set of model developers, analysts, and decision makers are faced with 
many challenges in transitioning to model-centric engineering.  For example, there are issues with 
perceived truthfulness of models and trust in the models that impact the timeliness, quality, and 
confidence in model-based decisions. 

IMCSE focuses at the intersection of four pillars: visual analytics, big data science, model-based systems 
engineering and the complex systems domain.  The 
team has discovered key challenges for further 
investigation, including visual analytics of artificial 
(model-generated) data; trade-off and choice  
of models; and cognitive and perceptual considerations 
in human-model interaction. 

The IMCSE research program aims to develop 
transformative results through enabling intense 
human-model interaction, to rapidly conceive of 
systems and interact with models in order to make 
rapid trades to decide on what is most effective given 
present knowledge and future uncertainties, as well as 
what is practical given resources and constraints.  
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IMCSE Pathfinder Workshop Purpose 
A pathfinder workshop was conducted on 20 January 2015, bringing together interested stakeholders 
for an initial dialogue on human-model interaction, identifying research needs from both a model-
centric perspective and an interactive perspective.  A rich set of participant observations, insights, 
feedback and recommendations was gathered during the event.  Stage-setting talks were employed to 
orient the participants on the four “pillars” and some of the identified challenges at their intersection. 

Following the workshop, an activity has been initiated to gather input from SERC members and the 
broader systems community to evolve a research agenda for IMCSE.  The ultimate goal is to establish a 
shared set of IMCSE research priorities and roadmap, excite the research community around the topic, 
and build partnerships for research collaboration and for transition to practice.  

IMCSE Pathfinder Workshop Format 
The workshop was an all-day event, held on the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.  Twenty-eight participants were involved in the event.  At the start of the 
day, Dr. Donna Rhodes and Dr. Adam Ross of MIT discussed the IMCSE research program, described 
IMCSE, and shared the workshop goals and plans.  The morning session was comprised of four invited 
talks for setting the stage for discussion.  Two invited talks were given on the evolving science behind 
IMCSE, and two on the emerging practice.  The afternoon session featured breakout sessions, followed 
by a plenary session for out-briefs and discussion. 

Morning Session:  Setting the Stage 
Four invited talks were given to stimulate discussion for the afternoon. The slides for the talks are 
included in Addendum B of this report, by permission of the speakers.  

Invited Talks on Evolving Science 
Big Data Visual Analytics: A User Centered Approach.  Professor Remco Chang of Tufts University 
presented on the topic of big data visual analytics, and specifically a user centered approach.  He 
discussed the ongoing work of his group, the Visual Analytics Lab @ Tufts (VALT).  MIT SEAri and VALT 
researchers have periodic research exchanges, which have informed the IMCSE research. 

Towards Making Human Interactions with Data Easy.  Dr. Kalyan Veeramachaneni, a research scientist 
within the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) presented on the topic of 
big data science.  He highlighted some of the ongoing work in the Anyscale Learning for All (ALFA) group 
at MIT, which he co-leads.    

Invited Talks on Emerging Practice 
Visualization Evaluation for Cyber Security: Trends and Future Directions.  Ms. Diane Staheli, an 
associate staff member of the Cyber Systems and Operations Group at MIT Lincoln Laboratory 
presented a co-authored paper recently given at VizSec 2014.  

Transforming Systems Engineering through a Holistic Approach to Model Centric Systems Engineering.  
Dr. Mark Blackburn, a professor at the Stevens Institute of Technology, presented the ongoing work on a 
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related SERC project exploring the technical feasibility of radically transforming systems engineering 
through model-centric engineering. 

Afternoon Session:  Engaging in a Dialogue 
Two breakout sessions were held in the afternoon, which were out-briefed to the full group of 
participants.   

Breakout Session Descriptions 
Each session took a unique perspective on IMCSE, the first taking an interactive-centric perspective and 
the second taking a model-centric perspective.  An invited participant volunteer served as the 
moderator for each session, also presenting the session outcomes in the subsequent out-briefing 
session.  

The “interactive perspective” session participants 
viewed IMCSE from the perspective of the 
stakeholders (decision makers, analysts, system 
architects/engineers, involved design 
practitioners, end-users, etc.) who interact with 
models.  The participants in this session were 
asked to consider potential topics involving 
human interaction in order to:  

• explore a tradespace  
• input data into a model  
• query a model 
• perceive of the interaction 
• use a model to make design choices or investment decisions 
• perceive accuracy of a model  
• perceive whether a model works correctly  
• validate their decisions with models  
• avoid cognitive biases  
• develop trust in models  
• consider how stakeholders decide what models to use  

 

The “model-centric” session participants viewed IMCSE 
from the perspective of the model itself.  For the 
purposes of the workshop, the participants were asked 
to view a model as “an abstraction of reality to be used 
to inform predictions.”  
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The participants in this session were asked to consider potential topics such as:  

• how models are developed and maintained 
• what forms models take 
• how models generate information  
• how models accept user inputs 
• how information is displayed 
• how models are reused, formalisms and platforms used 
• how sensitivity analysis is performed 
• how models are integrated with other models 
• potential role of theory versus data 
• how model-related information affects trust and reuse 
• how model development is iterated 
• how models are bundled with validation information 
• how models are made interoperable  

 

In order to envision possible ideal outcomes for successful IMCSE research, the sessions began with 
participants responding to the question: 

In your ideal world, how would you describe the experience of an individual using an 
interactive model-centric environment? 

Subsequently, participants discussed four areas: current state, need for research, emerging research, 
and gathering knowledge.  The table below elaborates sub-questions they were asked to consider.  

Current 
State  

• What is human-model interaction like today? 
• What are known problems, challenges and barriers to change?  
• What are the threats to interactive model-centric practice?  

Need for 
Research 

• What are the research topics of interest?  
• What are some key problems that need to be investigated?  
• Are there specific research questions we can identify? 

Emerging 
Research 

• What research is ongoing today? Who is doing it? 
• What research needs have been identified?  
• Are there critical paths in research activities? 

Gathering 
Knowledge 

• What types of knowledge and information do we need? 
• What are potential sources of knowledge and information? 
• Who are individuals/organizations who should have a voice in this research agenda?  
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Findings, Observations and Recommendations 
The outcomes of the two separate breakout sessions have been synthesized and combined into one set 
of findings, observation and recommendations.  These are categorized as (1) imagine an ideal world; (2) 
current state practice; (3) need for research; (4) emerging research; and (5) recommendations for 
gathering knowledge.   

This content should not be viewed as a completed research agenda, but rather as preliminary 
information to further the dialogue and elicit feedback from the community.    

Imagine an Ideal World  
Workshop participants were asked to address the question: In your ideal world, how would you describe 
the experience of an individual using an interactive model-centric environment?  The responses were 
gathered in the two breakout sessions, one group taking the interactive perspective (I) and the other 
taking the model-centric perspective (M).  One participant offered this summary level statement as to 
the envisioned experience of the individual:   

An intuitive experience that generates deep insights across the area of relevant decisions that balances 
time, resources and the desired confidence in the decision outcome. 

Key themes emerging from the discussions in the breakout sessions are described in categories below.  
The categories are organized alphabetically; there is no implied prioritization of the categories or 
content within each category.  

Characteristics of Models.  Models will have associated information that characterizes the development 
history of the model over time, how it has been used, and specific individuals who developed the model.  
There will be support provided to understand the model limitations, risks and uncertainties.  The 
environment will provide support to the individual that will help in understanding model limitations.  
Models will be designed to be intuitive for decision making.  Role-based permissions/views will provide 
appropriate access and abilities for the modeling development and use.  Models will adapt to personal 
logic, evolving context, and changing questions. 

Ease of Interaction.  The individual interacting with a model will find it intuitive and the effort involved 
will be commensurate with the value the model provides.  Novice users will be able to rapidly learn and 
benefit from use of modeling environments.  Model users will find that changes to a model can easily be 
implemented within the modeling environment, and impacts of changes are made readily apparent.  
Models will be easily tailorable for levels of abstraction, for different stakeholder types, and different 
purposes.  Modeling environments will have human error tolerance.  An individual would be able to look 
at a given level of abstraction of a model, as well as have the ability to dig into a deeper level within a 
particular view.  The speed of making queries will be in tune with exploration, and there will be minimal 
latency in query responses. 

Enabling Informed Decisions.  The individual will find that the model-centric environment enables more 
informed decision making.  Modeling environments enable decisions based on rich context information 
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that spans the space of relevant parameters.  Models will be effective in evaluating systems under 
alternative contexts, for example policy context.  Environments will provide the capability to contrast 
and compare results with ease.  The individual will be able to intuitively judge the models, and 
uncertainty in the model output will be easily apparent.  There will be the means to assess and/or judge 
the goodness of a model-enabled decision.   

Enabling Human-Human Interaction.  Model-centric environments will support collaborative decision 
making and design with near real-time human to human interaction.  The analysis and decision behavior 
of each individual in the modeling process will be captured, and enable understanding of the whole 
system behavior in regard to meeting system objectives.  Individuals will find it easy to compare their 
own values with those of other individuals so that they can calibrate their own values.  Models will 
enable value-centric engineering, providing a means to make those values explicit as part of the 
collaborative decision process. 

Guided Interaction.  Interactions with models will provide guided assistance for viewing models from 
standpoint of other stakeholders.  A model will take imprecise input from the individual, and offer a 
guided experience prompting interaction where the individual might not even know what question to 
ask.  The guided experience will aid individuals in dynamically interacting with the models, functioning 
as an “AI colleague.”  The individual will feel as if the environment “understands where the individual is 
coming from and what they are concerned about.”  There will be assisted capabilities and wizards for 
model library curation, model composability, model interrogation, and stakeholder role playing. 

Model Re-Usability.  The individual using an interactive model-centric environment will have some 
capability to retain history of changes in the models over time, including ability to track change 
propagation and capture usage pattern.  The environment will be adaptable for the culture of the 
organization to enable effective reuse with confidence in the model and its appropriateness for the 
situation.  Finding suitable models and reusing them in the individual’s unique model-based 
environment will be easily accomplished.  Models will transparently capture a user’s values, 
communicate them clearly, and allow changes as more information is made available.  An individual will 
easily be able to document risks and uncertainties with the models themselves, and this information will 
contribute to appropriate reuse.  Effective approaches for model sharing will mitigate intellectual 
property and competitive concerns, and will not jeopardize perceived competitive advantage.  Effective 
digital curation will enable preserving, discovering and reusing appropriate models. 

Trusted Models.  The individual will trust models, with supporting evidence underlying that trust.  There 
will be an established pedigree/heritage at variable levels of fidelity.  A rich set of information (for 
example, test cases) will be bundled with a model.  As needed for a given role, models may be “invisible” 
such that non-essential detailed information is hidden, or have increasing levels of “transparency” for 
the individual who needs to examine inner workings of the model.  Uncertainty in model output is 
apparent, as framed by specific context/use.  The development environment and model libraries will 
foster a high trust, collaborative relationship between the model users and the model developers.  
Individuals will trust that sharing models will not jeopardize the need for their personal expertise.  
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Issues with Current State Practice 
A brief discussion on the current state of model-centric engineering identified a number of the issues 
and shortfalls.  As one participant eloquently expressed, there are “isolated islands of modeling 
excellence separated by a seas of missing/inadequate capabilities/tools.” 

There are incompatible meta-models, and individuals lack the ability for doing effective model 
transformation.  Participants noted some organizations have really excelled at what they’re doing, but 
they have no way to share their methods with others.  Some of the phrases used to characterize current 
state included: “bunch of disconnected tools/applications models”; “not integrated, disaggregate”; 
“homegrown, manual”; and “unmaintainable”. 

What is desired is a seamless and transparent experience, but this is not presently the case.  There is a 
wide disparity in who uses the models, which “pushes the team to the lowest common denominator”.  
Presently, an individual interacting with model-centric processes and environments needs to be 
“domain-specific, domain-deep”.  The present practice tends toward individual-user interpretation of 
results.  As one participant noted, “a user wouldn’t necessarily know what to pick out of the results…if 
you don’t know how you got there, you don’t know how to back yourself out and pick something else.”  
A typical response in the current modeling environment is “here’s the answer, but I have no idea why.”  
Similarly, it was noted that “you have to know what you are looking for” as current environments lack 
any guided exploration.  

Models are owned by the organization that developed them, and are very organization-specific.  The 
problem, then, is that we are not able to benefit from other people’s models.  Methods are proprietary, 
in that they are “owned” by specific organizations.  Model sharing is necessary for more effective 
practice, but there is a challenge in how to get data out of one model-based tool into another tool, as 
well as political aspects.  Highly specialized model-based tools have steep learning curves.  These also 
have interdependencies, and while there are ontologies, the actual rules have not yet been captured.  
The databases used are jargon-oriented.  Interactions reflect modeler’s viewpoint, not the user’s 
viewpoint.  Sharing the actual data is also challenging in that there must be willingness to share, yet 
there are often political aspects with sharing actual data.   

The model context is often hidden, ignored, or actively violated.  Analysis capabilities can be limited by 
dependencies on particular method.  As such, individuals can’t necessarily do the analysis that they wish 
to do.  The analysis objectives of some modeling activities are not always clear, so appropriate use of 
resources is jeopardized and it makes it easy to ignore models when decisions are made.  There are 
problems inherent in not having implications of decision clearly shown.  The rework associated with 
models is not readily apparent.  

Models have underrepresentation of the environment of the system under design.  Model needs to be 
robust enough to capture non-technical elements of designs.  The technical and policy elements need to 
be considered together, but there is limited means to do so.   
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Presently, there is limited capacity in terms of data we can actually analyze, as well as limited capacity to 
understand what comes out of the back end.  It is not possible to run a complete model across the 
whole set of data that is available.  Scalability is needed so that there can be very detailed analysis for 
the deep analyst, but higher level analysis for less technical team members and senior decision makers.   

One participant noted that “people that interact with models are largely the modelers themselves.”  
This limits the value of model due to lack of access, limited understanding, and limited trust.  Limitations 
are imposed on the team, given only a few can interact with models.  Further, as one participant stated, 
“we haven’t found a way for multiple people to collaborate on a model from a systems perspective.”  
Tools are needed to allow people to explore multiple models and multiple decisions.  Many important 
decisions that could be informed by models are made without them, even when models may be 
available.  As expressed by one participant, “models fall short when CEO is unable to get answers to 
“What if” questions.” 

Where Research Is Needed 
Given an assessment of the current state, the participants suggested a number of areas where research 
is needed.  Many research needs are revealed by the gap between current state and envisioned ideal 
future.  Areas of need include:  

• Characteristics of models 
• Ease of interaction 
• Enabling informed decisions 
• Enabling human-human interaction 
• Guided human-model interaction  
• Model Re-Usability 
• Trusted models 

 

Participants also felt research is needed on capturing benefits and limitations of modeling results.  The 
“business case” for a model-centric approach is an important area of research, along with understanding 
how to balance effort versus confidence.  The value of a model must be able to be determined, given 
analysis questions and uncertainties.  Improved approaches for model integration are needed.  
Participants expressed the need for research on modeling patterns for design, workflow, requirements, 
etc.  Strategies need to be identified through research to enable automated information and 
accountability for models.  A common frame of reference is needed for methods, and also for model 
classification.  

Additionally, research is believed to be needed in regard to epistemic uncertainty (uncertainty due to 
limited data and knowledge).  There is a need for research on behavior as an aspect of system modeling 
and environment modeling, and the “what, who, how” to model behavior.  Another area of interest is 
for enhanced analysis for system properties, for example, resilience analysis.  
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Many important questions raised by participants, and research is needed to answer these.  These reflect 
the chasm between current practice and what is envisioned in the “ideal world”  By no means 
exhaustive, some of these questions that were articulated during discussions include:  

1. How do you know when to stop modeling for a given analysis question?  
2. How can the value of a model be articulated?  
3. How can we take data in a certain domain model and integrate it with others? 
4. How can a model allow an individual to ask imprecise questions and iterate to the right decision 

space? 
5. How does one decompose a model into the right sub-elements so the user has enough 

information to trust the results, but not more than they need?  
6. How does interaction with a model change based on the particular role of the individual user, 

and how does it change over time? 
7. How do you “systems engineer” a systems engineering model? 
8. How do we deal with legacy models?  How can we discovery them and validate them?  How can 

these be integrated them into a model-centric environment?  How can models be reused?  
9. How do we visualize comparisons of model results?  
10. What insights exist in the open innovation environment (e.g., open source, moocs, etc.) and 

how could that inform the way ahead?  
 

Research related to the human/culture aspects of IMCSE has not had major focus, but is fundamentally 
important.  Participants felt there is a need to study the opportunities for achieving a radical 
transformation in how model-centric systems engineering is achieved and in how it is perceived.  There 
are many barriers and challenges that must be overcome for transformative model-centric engineering.  
These must be identified and mitigated, and this includes investigating the strategies that have been 
effective in this regard from successful cases and other fields.  Similarly, we need forensic investigation 
of model failures, including modeling processes, modeling environments, and decision making with 
models. 

Participants also discussed the role of education in supporting a model-centric engineering future.  As 
one participant asked, “what would it take for undergrads to get them thinking like this?”  There are 
substantial opportunities available for learning how to use existing model-based systems engineering 
toolsets for improving current practice.  IMCSE is distinct from this, and the question is what education 
and model-centric learning environments are needed to educate the next generation of model 
developers, users and decision makers.  What is needed to re-educate and re-orient the present 
engineering workforce to transition to a new paradigm?  Interactive model-centric systems engineering 
necessitates new pedagogy and different strategies.   
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Emerging Research  
Some participants in the workshop identified pockets of emerging research within their own 
organization, or in another organization.  These included:  

• Cataloging/ formalizing human experience into patterns that can be queried in a model 
• Uncovering assumptions in the existing processes that have been around many years.  
• Decision support research on techniques for visualization of data 
• Analytic mental models based on the analyst themselves 
• Ongoing efforts including: ERS roadmap, Digital Thread, Digital Twin, Digital System Model 
• Innovations in commercial tools to enable effective human-model interaction 
• Verification, Validation and Uncertainty Quantification (VVUQ) 
• SE model integration over entire lifecycle, with integrated simulation throughout 
• Visualizations for showing ranges of outcomes from each decision outcome based upon doing 

exploratory modeling in the background  
• Crowdsourcing of mental models elicited in an unbiased fashion  
• Exploring the place of models in open innovation  
• Modeling environment to detect usage patterns and pull relevant information for users 
• Measuring the value of models themselves 
• Understanding assumptions behind current senior management approaches to decisions 

 

Gathering More Knowledge 
Fully characterizing the current practice and the vision for the future requires gathering more 
knowledge from the practitioner and research communities.  The workshop participants discussed some 
of the possible sources for informing IMCSE research. 

There are many commercial, government and academic initiatives and initiatives.  Investigating 
interesting focus areas could offer useful insights and relevant information.  The design-to-cost 
architecture work is one such area to be explored.  Understanding more about open models and 
methods for community sharing and collaboration offers promise.  There is potentially much to learn 
from decision scientists, in how we look at data and how data informs these decisions.  It was noted that 
there needs to be much more sharing of existing and emerging knowledge, but a common frame of 
reference is needed so that various methods can be evaluated on a common basis.  

Participants also felt there was merit in collecting the anecdotes about where models have been 
successful, and where they have failed and why.  There may be patterns to be found in this information 
that can foster learning and identify research needs and priorities.  Participants felt there could be a 
challenge in this; some of the communities of research and practice may offer interesting findings, but 
they think differently than engineers, perhaps limiting the usefulness of this information. 

Key sources for information include the various professional societies and associations (e.g., INCOSE, 
IEEE, NDIA, etc.) in the US and in other countries, as well as universities and research labs.  There are 
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collaboration bodies (e.g., consortiums, strategic alliances, government sponsored research entities, 
etc.) working on relevant research. These need to be identified and investigated for potential sources of 
expert knowledge and research outcomes.  Finally, it was felt that looking into specific disciplines (e.g., 
decision science, cognitive science) and domains (e.g., energy and transportation) that appear to be 
successful in using models could be very informative. 

Toward a Collaboratively-Derived Research Agenda 
During 2015, the IMCSE pathfinder project will involve further knowledge gathering on the state of the 
art and practice, clarify and expand the urgent research questions, identify additional research 
stakeholders, and investigate research gaps and priorities.  The outcomes of this workshop will be used 
to seed this expanded activity.   

The intended outcome is to establish a 
collaboratively-derived IMCSE research 
roadmap, in collaboration with other 
SERC researchers and the broader 
systems community.  The ultimate goal 
is to generate interest around the IMCSE 
research agenda, build partnerships for 
research within and external to SERC 
and to foster collaboration in addressing 
emerging challenges.  

A leadership summit (drawing from SERC leadership and other leading entities) is planned for the next 
phase of the IMCSE research program.  The summit focus is on validating research priorities, 
recommending pathways to accelerate research progress, and enabling transition to the systems 
community. 

Achieving the envisioned experience of the individual user in the “ideal world” scenario described above 
will require sustained collaboration from experts within, across and at the intersection of the four pillars 
of visual analytics, big data science, complex systems and model-based systems engineering.  As the 
workshop demonstrated, there is a growing community of highly motived individuals from government, 
industry and academia  who are willing to engage in and contribute to realization the interactive model-
centric systems engineering vision.  
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Addendum A. Workshop Participants 
Participants in the workshop included selected SERC collaborators, SERC leadership, MIT research team, 
invited speakers, and selected invited participants, most from the local region (given self-funded 
participation).  Attendees participating in the breakout sessions are denoted as having participated in 
the (I) interactive perspective or (M) model-centric perspective session.  

The research team appreciated the excellent insights and recommendations of the involved participants.  

MIT – IMCSE Research Team 

MIT SEAri - IMCSE Research Leads/Workshop Chairs  
Dr. Donna Rhodes, IMCSE Principal Investigator (I) 
Dr. Adam Ross, IMCSE Co-Investigator (I)  

 
 
 
 

MIT SEAri IMCSE Research Staff and Graduate RAs   
Dr. Paul Grogan, postdoctoral researcher (M) 
Michael Curry, doctoral researcher (I) 
Matthew Fitzgerald, doctoral researcher (M) 
Aaron Prindle, RA (M) 
Sandra Stankovic, RA (I) 
Varsha Raghavan, RA (I)

Government 

SERC Leadership/OSD OUSD ATL Systems 
Engineering 

Mr. Scott Lucero (I)    
Lt. Col. Luke Cropsey (USAF) (I)    

US ARMY Engineer Research and Development 
Center (ERDC) 

Mr. Willie Brown (I)    
Mr. Jed Richards (M) 

FFRDC/Research Labs 
 
Draper Laboratory    

Mr. Robert Bacon (M) 
Dr. Todd Jackson (I) 
Ms. Megan Mitchell (I)  

 
 

MIT Lincoln Laboratory    
Ms. Diane Staheli (I) 

THE MITRE Corporation 
Dr. Jill Drury (I) 
Ms. Sara Orr (M) 

Industry 

BAE Systems 
Dr. Steve Bankes (M) 

Other Universities 

MIT Researchers/Students      
Dr. Kalyan Veeramachaneni  
Dr. Abdelkrim Doufene  (I) 
Lt. Justin Stepanchick (USN) (M)  
Capt. Steven Song (US Army) 

Naval Postgraduate School 
Dr. Kristin Giammarco  (M)    

 

Stevens Institute of Technology  
Dr. Mark Blackburn (M) 

 The University of Arizona 
Dr. Ricardo Valerdi  

Tufts University 
Dr. Remco Chang 
Dr. Lane Harrison   
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Addendum B. Workshop Presentations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following pages contain the slides from the four invited speakers’ briefings. 

 

Unfortunately the audio portion of the talks contained as much content as the 
written content, so readers of this report are only able to learn part of the 
information shared during the workshop.  Each speaker has provided contact 
information and is eager to share research insights with interested parties. 



Invited Speakers 

 evolving science 

Visual Analytics Research  
Prof. Remco Chang, Tufts University 

Big Data Science Research   
Dr. Kalyan Veeramachaneni, MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory (CSAIL) 

 

 emerging practice 

Visualization Evaluation for Cyber Security: Trends and Future Directions 
Ms. Diane Staheli, MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

Transforming Systems Engineering through Model-based Systems Engineering  
Prof. Mark Blackburn, Stevens Institute of Technology 
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Big Data Visual Analytics:  
A User Centric Approach 

Remco Chang 
 

Assistant Professor 
Tufts University 
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Human + Computer 

• Human vs. Artificial Intelligence 
 Garry Kasparov vs. Deep Blue (1997) 

– Computer takes a “brute force” approach 
without analysis 

– “As for how many moves ahead a 
grandmaster sees,” Kasparov concludes: 
“Just one, the best one” 

 
• Artificial vs. Augmented Intelligence 
 Hydra vs. Cyborgs (2005) 

– Grandmaster + 1 chess program > Hydra 
(equiv. of Deep Blue) 

– Amateur + 3 chess programs  > 
Grandmaster + 1 chess program1 

1. http://www.collisiondetection.net/mt/archives/2010/02/why_cyborgs_are.php 
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Example: What Does (Wire) Fraud Look Like? 

• Financial Institutions like Bank of America have legal responsibilities 
to report all suspicious wire transaction activities (money laundering, 
supporting terrorist activities, etc) 
 

• Data size: approximately 200,000 transactions per day (73 million 
transactions per year) 

 

• Problems: 
– Automated approach can only detect known patterns 
– Bad guys are smart: patterns are constantly changing 
– Data is messy:  lack of international standards resulting in ambiguous 

data 
 

• Current methods: 
– 10 analysts monitoring and analyzing all transactions 
– Using SQL queries and spreadsheet-like interfaces 
– Limited time scale (2 weeks) 
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WireVis: Financial Fraud Analysis 

• In collaboration with Bank of America 
– Develop a visual analytical tool (WireVis) 
– Visualizes 7 million transactions over 1 year 
– Beta-deployed at WireWatch 

 

• A great problem for visual analytics: 
– Ill-defined problem (how does one define fraud?) 
– Limited or no training data (patterns keep changing) 
– Requires human judgment in the end (involves law enforcement 

agencies) 
 

• Design philosophy: “combating human intelligence requires 
better (augmented) human intelligence” 

R. Chang et al., Scalable and interactive visual analysis of financial wire transactions for fraud detection. Information Visualization,2008. 
R. Chang et al., Wirevis: Visualization of categorical, time-varying data from financial transactions.  IEEE VAST, 2007. 
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WireVis: A Visual  Analytics Approach 
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WireVis: A Visual  Analytics Approach 

Heatmap View 
(Accounts to Keywords 
Relationship) 

Strings and Beads 
(Relationships over Time) 

Search by Example 
(Find Similar 
Accounts) 

Keyword Network 
(Keyword 
Relationships) 
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Visual Analytics = Human + Computer 

• Visual analytics is “the 
science of analytical 
reasoning facilitated by 
visual interactive 
interfaces.” 1 
 

• By design, it is a 
collaboration between 
human and computer to 
solve hard problems. 

1.  Thomas and Cook, “Illuminating the Path”, 2005. 
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“The computer is incredibly fast, accurate, and 
stupid. Man is unbelievably slow, inaccurate, 

and brilliant. The marriage of the two is a force 
beyond calculation.”  

-Leo Cherne, 1977  
(often attributed to Albert Einstein) 

yy
eeeeeee marriage oooooooo

ddddddd lllllll lllllll
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Which Marriage? 
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Which Marriage? 
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Applications of Visual Analytics 

• Political Simulation 
– Agent-based analysis 
– With DARPA 

 
• Global Terrorism 

Database 
– With DHS 

 

• Bridge Maintenance  
– With US DOT 
– Exploring inspection 

reports 
 

• Biomechanical Motion 
– Interactive motion 

comparison 

R. Chang et al.,  Two Visualization Tools for Analysis of Agent-Based Simulations in Political Science.  IEEE CG&A, 2012 
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Applications of Visual Analytics 
Where 

When 

Who 

What 

Original  
Data 

Evidence 
Box 

R. Chang et al., Investigative Visual Analysis of Global Terrorism, Journal of Computer Graphics Forum, 2008. 

• Political Simulation 
– Agent-based analysis 
– With DARPA 

 
• Global Terrorism 

Database 
– With DHS 

 

• Bridge Maintenance  
– With US DOT 
– Exploring inspection 

reports 
 

• Biomechanical Motion 
– Interactive motion 

comparison 
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Applications of Visual Analytics 

R. Chang et al., An Interactive Visual Analytics  System for Bridge Management, Journal of Computer Graphics Forum, 2010.  To Appear. 

• Political Simulation 
– Agent-based analysis 
– With DARPA 

 
• Global Terrorism 

Database 
– With DHS 

 

• Bridge Maintenance  
– With US DOT 
– Exploring inspection 

reports 
 

• Biomechanical Motion 
– Interactive motion 

comparison 
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Applications of Visual Analytics 

R. Chang et al., Interactive Coordinated Multiple-View Visualization of Biomechanical Motion Data, IEEE Vis (TVCG) 2009.  

• Political Simulation 
– Agent-based analysis 
– With DARPA 

 
• Global Terrorism 

Database 
– With DHS 

 

• Bridge Maintenance  
– With US DOT 
– Exploring inspection 

reports 
 

• Biomechanical Motion 
– Interactive motion 

comparison 
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Future of Visual Analytics 

• Current Approach: 
– One command, one response (not quite a collaboration) 

 

• Assumptions: 
– User’s mouse and keyboard actions with a visualization reflect a user’s reasoning process 
– If the computer knows what the user’s reasoning process, it can better support (collaborate 

with) the user 
 

• Goals:  
• Can we extract a higher level information about the user through analyzing 

the user’s interactions? 
• How will the computer utilize such information? 

Visualization Human 
Output 

Input 

Keyboard, Mouse 

Images (visualizations) 
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Extracting User Model from Interactions 

 
 
 

1. Learning about a User in Real-Time 
Who is the user,  

and what is she doing? 
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Experiment: Finding Waldo 

• Google-Maps style interface 
– Left, Right, Up, Down, Zoom In, Zoom Out, Found 
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Experiment: Finding Waldo 

• Google-Maps style interface 
– Left, Right, Up, Down, Zoom In, Zoom Out, Found 
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Experiment: Finding Waldo 

• Google-Maps style interface 
– Left, Right, Up, Down, Zoom In, Zoom Out, Found 
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Pilot Visualization – Completion Time 

Eli Brown et al., Where’s Waldo. IEEE VAST 2014. 
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Fast completion time 

Pilot Visualization – Completion Time 

Eli Brown et al., Where’s Waldo. IEEE VAST 2014. 
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Fast completion time 

Pilot Visualization – Completion Time 

Slow completion time 

Eli Brown et al., Where’s Waldo. IEEE VAST 2014. 
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Post-hoc Analysis Results 

Mean Split (50% Fast, 50% Slow) 

Data Representation Classification Accuracy Method 

State Space 72% SVM 

Edge Space 63% SVM 

Action Sequence 77% Decision Tree 

Mouse Event 62% SVM 

Fast vs. Slow Split (Mean+0.5 =Fast, Mean-0.5 =Slow) 

Data Representation Classification Accuracy Method 

State Space 96% SVM 

Edge Space 83% SVM 

Action Sequence 79% Decision Tree 

Mouse Event 79% SVM 
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“Real-Time” Prediction  
(Limited Time Observation) 

State-Based 
 
Linear SVM 
 
Accuracy: ~70% 

Interaction Sequences 
 
N-Gram + Decision Tree 
 
Accuracy: ~80% 
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Predicting a User’s Personality 

External Locus of Control Internal Locus of Control 

Ottley et al., style. IEEE VAST , 2011. 
Ottley et al., Understanding visualization by understanding individual users. IEEE CG&A, 2012. 
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Predicting Users’ Personality Traits 

• Noisy data, but can detect the users’ individual traits 
“Extraversion”, “Neuroticism”, and “Locus of Control” 
at ~60% accuracy by analyzing the user’s interactions 
alone. 

Predicting user’s 
“Extraversion” 
 
Linear SVM 
 
Accuracy: ~60% 
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User-Model Adaptive Databases 

 
 
 

2. What Can a System Do 
If It Knows Something About Its User? 
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Problem Domain: Big Data Exploration 

Visualization on a 
Commodity Hardware 

Large Data in a 
Data Warehouse 

A-31
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Problem Domain: Big Data Exploration 

Visualization on a 
Commodity Hardware 

Large Data in a 
Data Warehouse 
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Problem Statement 

• Constraint: Data is too big to fit into the memory or 
hard drive of the personal computer 
– Note: Ignoring various database technologies (OLAP, 

Column-Store, No-SQL, Array-Based, etc) 
 

• Goal: Guarantee a result set to a user’s query within X 
number of seconds. 
– Based on HCI research, the absolute upperbound for X is 

10 seconds 
– Ideally, we would like to get it down to 1 second or less 

 

• In CS talk: trading speed for accuracy, but optimize on 
minimizing latency (user wait time). 
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Our Approach:  
Predictive Pre-Computation and Pre-Fetching 

• In collaboration with MIT and Brown 
– Models the user based on their past interaction histories 
– “Guesses” a set of the user’s possible next moves 
– pre-computes and pre-fetches the necessary data chunks 
– If the guesses are right, the user would experience no wait 

time 
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Interactive Visualization System

client 

middleware 

database 

Predictive Engine

Caching and Query 
Execution

Recommender 

Recommender 

Recommender 

Cooked Tile Cache 

Semi-Cooked 
Tile Cache 

Server Server Server 

midddleleleeeeeeeleeeeewawawawawawawawawawawawawawawawarererererererrrrr

Predictive Engine

Recommender

Recommender

Recommender

Cooked Tile Cache
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Preliminary System and Evaluation 

• Using a simple Waldo-
like interface 

 

• 18 users explored the 
NASA MODIS dataset 
– Users were in WA 
– Database in Boston 

 

• Tasks include “find 4 
areas in Europe that 
have a snow coverage 
index above 0.5” 

 

• What happens if the 
guesses are “wrong”? 

34/36 Remco Chang – SEAri Workshop 15 

 
 
 

Summary 
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Wrap Up: Visual Analytics Theory and Practice 

• Visual analytics offers tremendous 
opportunities to combine “human + 
computer” as a collaborative 
computational unit 

 

• “Increasing the input bandwidth” is a 
critical challenge. There is a lot of “signal” 
about the user’s reasoning process and 
analysis behaviors that can be extracted 
from analyzing their (past) interactions. 

 
• By modeling the user based on their past 

interactions, we can design very complex 
(adaptive) systems to better support the 
user. The example of “big data” is just one 
of many potentially rich and impactful 
example. 
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Questions? 
 

remco@cs.tufts.edu 
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Towards making human 
interactions with data easy 

 
Today’s spotlight 

Delphi: A Machine Learning Oracle  

Kalyan Veeramachaneni 
Contact: kalyan@csail.mit.edu  

Any Scale Learning for All Group  
CSAIL, MIT  

 

AnyScale Learning for All 

ALFA Group Introduction 

Big Data Knowledge discovery 
 

Scalable Machine Learning 

Energy Education Medicine 
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MIT’s first online course: Spring 2012 

http://tkssoftware.com/victory/wp-content/uploads/
2012/03/MITx-6.002x.jpg 

Over 153000 registered for this course and 7157 successfully completed the course 
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Data !! 

The Quintessential Matrix  
Covariates  
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What can we do with that matrix ? 

Cluster/segment  

Predict an outcome  

Analytics  

Lurkers,  
high achievers, 
interactive  

Who is likely to dropout? 

Did this video help? 
Correlation with  
performance  

What can we do with that matrix ? 

Cluster/segment  

Predict an outcome  

Analytics  

Lurkers,  
high achievers, 
interactive  

Who is likely to dropout? 

Did this video help? 
Correlation with  
performance  Supervised learning machinery  

Neural networks, SVMs, Random Forests  
Unsupervised learning machinery  
Gaussian mixture models, Bayesian clustering 
Probabilistic modeling  
Graphical models, HMMs 
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But….How did the matrix come about? 

Think and propose  

Extract  

Variable engineering  Curation Machine learning 

But….How did the matrix come about? 

Think and propose  

Extract  

Variable engineering  Curation 

More than a year  

Machine learning 

a week  
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MLBlocks – A typical Data Science pipeline  

MLBlocks – A typical Data Science pipeline  

Parallel computation  
architectures   

Parallel computation  
architectures   

A-41



MLBlocks – A typical Data Science pipeline  

Parallel computation  
architectures   

Parallel computation  
architectures   

Think and propose  
Choose 
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DeepMining: Tuning the Machine Learning Pipeline  

  

DeepMining: Tuning the Machine Learning Pipeline  

  

Today’s focus  
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For just the part I showed  
•  Train a classifier  

An example data science project 
Automatic tagging of MOOC forum posts  

Automatic tagging of MOOC forum posts A-44



Steps involved in data preparation  

1. Get annotations from humans  

2. Bag of Words analysis 

3. Latent semantic analysis  

4. Select a subset form feature matrix 

First try – Decision trees  

Baseline  

152 of them 
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Then.. try Neural networks 

Baseline  

Decision trees  

Neural networks 

152 

962 

in seconds 

Then.. try Support vector machines 

Baseline  

Decision trees  
152 

Neural networks 
962 3032 

SVMs 

in seconds A-46



Perhaps I can do this intelligently ? 

Not try all 3032 of them and sample intelligently  

in seconds 

Where do these 3032 possibilities for SVMs 
come from? 

Choice 1 

Choice 2 

Choice 3 

Choice 4 

HP 

HP 

HP 

Kernel 

Soft Margin 

HP 

Choice 1 

Choice 2 

Choice 3 

HP 

Optimization 
Method 

HP 

Categorical  

Continuous 

HP Hyper parameter   
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What is a Hyper partition within those 
choices? 

Choice 4 
HP 

HP 

Kernel 

Soft Margin 

Choice 1 HP 

Optimization 
Method 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Tune the HPs and Soft Margin?  

Tuning hyper parameters  

Sigmoid 
intercept 

gamma 
Kernel 

Soft margin 
C 

1.  Sample a few combinations (C,i, g)  
2.  Model using Gaussian process  

 
3.  Predict using model for other parameters choices and propose the best  

a = fGP (C, i,g)

{Cnew, inew,gnew} = argmax
C,i,g

fGP (C, i,g)
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Two hyper partitions  

Polynomial degree Kernel 

Soft margin 
C 

Sigmoid 
intercept 

gamma 
Kernel 

Soft margin 
C They are completely different search spaces !  

Can we?  

Generate recommendations for datasets?  
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A critical ingredient for making 
recommendations 

So for us … 
Datasets   

A
pp

ro
ac

he
s 
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How would we use such a matrix? 

Step 1: For a new dataset try a few models randomly  

How would we use such a matrix? 
Step 2: Correlate with the other datasets in the “approach-performance” space  
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How could we use such a matrix? 

Step 3: Identify the dataset that is correlated to this one most  

How would we use such a matrix? 

Step 4:Choose the best approaches for that dataset and propose for the new dataset 
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We compiled such a matrix 
•  With 30 different datasets  
•  And around 5000 modeling approaches (different 

models, different parameters and hyper parameters) 
•  We learnt a total of 1.5 Million models  
•  Still accumulating more 

For a real case study  
MOOC student Stopout prediction 
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Another dataset  

More datasets will help 
Datasets   

A
pp

ro
ac

he
s 
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Bring your data 

Query the recommender system  
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Conclusions  
•  We can now use experiences from previous data 

science projects to help inform the new projects  
•  This will require 

–  A systematic way of storing the data pertaining to the data 
science projects in your entity and history of modeling 
approaches tried on those  

–  Build infrastructure and approaches to make 
recommendations and accumulate more experience as a 
result.  

•  Extend this to the entire pipeline and not just 
modeling   
–  Data preparation  
–  Cleaning 
–  Feature extraction  

Data scavenger  
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Questions ? 

Thank you  
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Visualization Evaluation 
for Cyber Security: 

Trends and Future Directions
Diane Staheli, Tamara Yu, R. Jordan Crouser, 

Suresh Damodaran, Kevin Nam, David O’Gwynn, 
Sean McKenna, Lane Harrison

20 January 2015

This work is sponsored by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research & Engineering under Air Force 
Contract #FA8721-05-C-0002. Opinions, interpretations, conclusions and recommendations are those of 

the author and are not necessarily endorsed by the United States Government.

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Motivation: Why Visualization?

001010101010001100
001010101010101010
101010101010101010
010101010100001111
101010010010101010
101010101001111110

• Why visualization for cyber security?  
– To identify patterns in the data that are not machine-detectable  
– To understand how an analyst synthesizes individual pieces of 

evidence into larger constructs
– To help a security analyst be more productive in her job  
– To validate algorithmic results
– To communicate findings in the data with others
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Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Motivation: Why Evaluation?

Tool or System Perspective

• How do we know if a 
cyber visualization is 
“good”? 

• What does “good” mean?

Cyber Domain Perspective

• Understanding what 
visual support is needed

• Better systems, design 
guidelines, development 
methodologies

• Predict end user adoption 

• Current state of the practice for cyber viz evaluation 
– We have techniques to evaluate individual aspects of a system
– We do not have a holistic way of measuring value of a visualization
– We do not have a “report card” or gold standard for cyber viz

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Today’s Talk

• We will: 
– Describe the “lay of the land” for cyber visualization evaluation
– Survey visualization evaluation dimensions, components and 

techniques 
– Review study findings from the past decade of VizSec research 

literature
– Identify existing methodological gaps in evaluating visualization in 

cyber security
– Suggest potential avenues for future research  
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Previous Evaluation Model Research

• Many models for evaluation
– Scholtz (2006)

• Situation awareness, collaboration, interaction, creativity, and utility 
– North (2007)

• Measuring insight: complex, deep, qualitative, unexpected, or relevant  
– Carpendale (2008)

• Quantitative vs. qualitative; precision, generalizability, and realism 
– Munzner (2009)

• Nested Model: (from inner to outer) algorithm design, interaction/encoding 
technique design, data operation/abstraction design, domain problem 
characterization

– Elmqvist and Yi (2013)
• Five evaluation pattern types: exploration, control, generalization, 

validation, and presentation 
– Gates & Engle (2013)

• Evaluation of the data analysis process through the use of case studies 

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Model and Definitions for this Study

For an evaluation to be useful, 
one must: 

– Consider the purpose and 
scope of a visualization

– Select the appropriate 
metrics

– Apply appropriate 
assessment 
techniques 

TECHNIQUES
How will you 
conduct your 
evaluation?

COMPONENTS
What parts of a 

visualization 
system can be 

evaluated?

W

DIMENSIONS
What aspects of 
performance are 
you measuring?

1

23
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Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS 01/20/201

1. Evaluable Dimensions

User experience and preference Cognitive workload

Effect on collaboration

Component interoperability

Feature set utility

Algorithmic efficiency

Usability and learnability

Task performance

Insight generation

Physical demand

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

2. Visualization System Components

Pike, et al. “The science of interaction.” Information visualization 8.4 (2009): 263-274. Sedig, et al. “Toward a characterization of interactivity in visual analytics.” JMPT 3.1 (2012): 12-28.

High-level

Low-level

g

L l l

Computing Information

User Goals and Tasks Interactive Visualization

• Cleaning
• Normalization
• Integration

• Measurements 
• Events
• Entities

EncodingControl

Input /
Output

Mutual 
Feedback

High-level

Low-level

g

L l l

• Fusion
• Mining
• Filtering

• Indexing
• Storage

• Metadata
• Ontologies
• Knowledge base 

Representation 
Techniques

Representation 
Intents

Interaction 
Techniques

Interaction 
Intents

User Context External: Workflow, Tasks,
Collaboration, Teaming, 

Environment

Internal: Perception,
Cognition, Mental 
models   

 
t

• Explore 
• Analyze 

• Triage 
• Assess 

• Filter
• Sort

• Correlate
• Cluster
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3. Techniques

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

VizSec Study

• Using the model, we reviewed evaluations conducted as 
described in the past 10 years of VizSec papers

• Research team manually reviewed papers for: 
– Whether or not an evaluation was conducted
– Whether or not expert users were involved
– Dimensions, components, and techniques  

• As a group, refined definitions and re-coded papers accordingly
• At times, not enough detail about the evaluation provided to 

make a precise judgment
– Diversity of VizSec disciplines, both cyber security and 

visualization/HCI practitioners 
– Lack of a common vocabulary for discussion of evaluation

49 of 130 papers (38%) included some form of evaluation

T

C

D
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Findings: Expert User Evaluations

• User evaluations: all or 
nothing when it comes to 
usability- and performance-
focused evaluation   
– No users (46%)
– Expert users  (32%)
– Non-expert users (10%)
– User details omitted (12%)

Visit under-utilized metrics with expert users

Common evaluation techniques 
with expert users: 
• Feature set utility (73%)
• Usability (42%)

Other metrics are rarely visited
• Insight generation (23%)
• Component interoperability (11%)
• Cognitive workload (3%)

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Findings: Use of Case Studies

• Case studies are meant to 
ground evaluation in realistic 
settings 
1. how a domain expert or analyst 

used a tool; 
2. how a tool is developed via 

collaboration between researcher 
and domain expert

3. how a visualization researcher 
used a tool to solve a problem

4. documentation or demonstration 
of how a tool may be utilized*

*T. Isenberg, P. Isenberg, J. Chen, M. Sedlmair, and T. Moller. A systematic review on the practice of 
evaluating visualization. Visualization and Computer Graphics, IEEE Trans. on, 19(12):2818–2827, 

2013.**M. Sedlmair, M. Meyer, and T. Munzner. Design study methodology: Reflections from the trenches 
and the stacks. Visualization and Computer Graphics, IEEE Trans. on, 18(12):2431–2440, 2012. 

• Many VizSec papers utilize the term “case study” when a more apt 
term would be a “usage scenario”

To classify as a formal case study, 
evaluation must involve both real data and real users**
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Findings: Under-Utilized 
Evaluation Techniques

Psychophysiological measures

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Technique 1: 
Psychophysiological Measures

• No papers used psychophysiological methods  
– Measurements that are indicative of a cognitive state, such as 

attention, cognition, workload, or emotional response

• What to measure
– Brain measurements
– Eye-tracking, pupillometry
– Skin conductance, heart-rate, respiration
– Posture, physical orientation 

• Why it matters
– Research focus on situational awareness and information overload 
– Understanding hybrid human-system performance  
– Monitoring the health and status of collaborative teams

• Why it is hard
– Equipment cost/portability
– User comfort
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Viisualization Evaluation 
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Technique 2: 
Interface Instrumentation

• Only one paper used interface instrumentation 
– Collection and analysis of usage data to extract information about 

user interactions with a software tool

• What to measure
– Mine low-level interaction logs to infer information about a user’s 

strategies, methods, and findings* 
– Map low-level interactions to existing visualization task taxonomies 

to evaluate how well tools supported common data analysis tasks**

• Why it matters
– More quantitative, scalable, and repeatable approaches for security 

visualization evaluation  

• Why it is hard
– Requires integration at development time
– Metrics still emerging

* W. Dou, D. H. Jeong, F. Stukes, W. Ribarsky, H. R. Lipford, and R. Chang. Recovering reasoning process from user interactions. IEEE Computer 
Graphics & Applications, 2009.
** D. Gotz and M. X. Zhou. Characterizing users’ visual analytic activity for insight provenance. Information Visualization, 8(1):42–55, 2009. 

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Technique 3: 
Longitudinal Study

• No papers in our study utilized longitudinal study
– Multimodal research to measure user performance, efficiency, and 

utility from initial training through proficiency
– Captures resulting process or behavioral changes 

• What to measure
– Ethnographic observation / intense engagement with users
– Automated activity logging

• Why it matters
– Deep understanding of user needs
– Rich feedback on directions for improvement
– Understand how visualizations get adopted and transitioned to 

operations

• Why it is hard
– Sustained access to cyber analysts is difficult
– Privacy concerns 
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Research Opportunities

• Explore use of both standard and emerging evaluation 
techniques
– Match combinations of techniques with suitable fidelity, 

representative users, and experimental control
– Use published papers and community members as resources

• Share evaluation results
– Adopt a common evaluation framework, and publish results to the 

community
– Provide a balance of positive and negative results  
– Provide broader context for evaluation, the “so what”

• Work towards the “report card”
– Evaluation framework and metrics that can be agreed upon + 

adopted by the VizSec community 

• Not every paper necessarily requires evaluation
– Identify best practices

Viisualization Evaluation 
DPS  01/20/2015

Conclusion

• We have: 
– Described the “lay of the land” for cyber visualization evaluation
– Surveyed and categorized visualization evaluation dimensions, 

components and techniques 
– Examined the past decade of VizSec research literature
– Identified existing methodological gaps in evaluating visualization in 

cyber security
– Suggested potential avenues for future research 
– Hopefully inspired interesting discussion and future dialogue!
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Thank You!
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2) Develop Common Lexicon for Model 
Levels, Types, Uses, and Representations 

1) Global scan and classification of holistic 
state-of-the-art MBSE 

3) Model the Vision of Everything Done with 
Models and Relate to “As Is” process 

4) Fully integrate model-driven Risk 
Management  and Decision Making 

•  Use discussion framework to survey 
government, industry and academia 

•  Quantify, link  
and trace realized  
modeling  
capabilities  
to Vision (task 3) 

Model Types 

Structure/Interfaces 

Behavior (functions) 

Concurrency 

Resources/Environment 

Address two classes of 
risk: 
•  Airworthiness and 

Safety 
•  Program Execution 
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 **Derived from Ernest S. "Turk" Tavares, Jr. and Larry Smith 

Surrogates, traditional materials, 
hardware, processes 

Base airframe with some advanced materials 
(composites) hardware (SIL assets)  

Final Config:  advanced materials 
(composites/exotics) advanced 

hardware, final avionics 

SRR SFR PDR CDR 

Operational 
level 

models 

High level 
performance. (Aero, 

some P&FQ)  

Macro-level integration, 
some system functionality, 

full P&FQ 

Full integration 
and systems 
functionality 

High level need:   
Aircraft  Mid level need:   

take off, land, fly 
Lower level need:   

Employ legacy weapons 
Lowest level need:  
employ advanced 

weapons; stealth, etc. 

 

 

 Enabling digital technologies are changing how companies 
are doing business using models-centric engineering 

 They use model-centric environments for  
customer engagements,  
but also for design  
engineering analysis  
and review sessions 

 Use commercial technologies 
but have developed a  
significant amount of  
infrastructure on their own 

 One company called it: 
“our secret sauce” A-72
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6th Generation 
>90M 
LOC 

Image credit: Ken Nidiffer 

 

 

AT Kearney, Software: The Brains Behind U.S. Defense Systems 
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